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The hexagonal-layered superconductor �-Mo3C2 �Tc=8.5 K� was investigated by neutron diffraction, mag-
netic susceptibility, and specific-heat measurements. A significant layered character was found in the structure,
which comprises edge-sharing CMo6 octahedra sheets and �50% carbon occupied blocks. Magnetic charac-
terization revealed the Ginzburg-Landau parameter of �-Mo3C2 is �26, which is close to that for the compa-
rable Tc compound Li2Pd3B ��21�, but less than a half of that for MgCNi3 ��54�. The molybdenum carbide
would provide valuable opportunities to deepen understanding of those unconventional superconductors.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Nonoxide superconductors have been attracting renewed
interest because those superconducting properties are re-
markable, such as the relatively higher critical temperature
�Tc� of MgB2 �Ref. 1� and unusual interplay between mag-
netism and electronic correlations in LnTr2B2C.2–4 Another
nonoxide superconductor, even if Tc is lower than that of
HTSC, would probably hold considerable scientific value as
well as practical worth.

The nonoxide perovskite MgCNi3 recently attracted much
attention as the superconductivity at 8 K was confirmed in-
stead of an expected itinerant ferromagnetism.5 We then fo-
cused our efforts on the transition-metal carbides in search of
valuable superconducting materials. First, we surveyed the
Mo-C chemical system because the highest Tc was reported
in binary carbides; the Tc for the cubic �-MoC1−x was
14.7 K, and 9 K for the hexagonal �-Mo3C2.6–12 However,
the nature of the superconductivity has not been verified,
probably because the superconductivity was complicated
somewhat by their own chemical problems, including carbon
nonstoichiometry and thermodynamical structure instability,
which were sensitive to the synthesis above 2000 °C.6–12

We thus applied a high-pressure method to the synthesis
and a clear improvement of sample quality was achieved for
�-Mo3C2. The sample allowed us to conduct a systematic
investigation on the superconductivity by means of neutron
diffraction and magnetic characterizations, while the synthe-
sis effort to prepare a high-quality sample of the cubic
�-MoC1−x was continued.

The superconducting phenomenological parameters of
�-Mo3C2—including the lower and the upper critical mag-
netic fields, the magnetic penetration depth, and the coher-
ence length—were determined in this study, and the neutron
structure data revealed that the hexagonal �-Mo3C2 holds a
significant layered character, indicating a possibility of an-
isotropic superconductivity.

II. EXPERIMENTAL

Polycrystalline samples with nominal compositions
Mo3C2−� at �=0.0, 0.1, and 0.2 were prepared from fine Mo
powder �99.99%, �3 �m� and carbon powder �Tokai Car-

bon�. The starting powders were mixed and each set in Ta
capsule with h-BN inside, which prevents direct contact with
the Ta capsule of the mixture. The capsules were set in a
high-pressure furnace capable of maintaining 6 GPa during
heating, and heated at 1700 °C for 1 h. After the heating, the
capsule was quenched in the furnace before releasing the
pressure.

The crystal structure of the superconducting phase
�Tc=7.4 K, determined by a specific heat study, shown later�
was studied by a neutron diffraction method �Fig. 1�. The
sample powder was set in the BT-1 high-resolution diffrac-
tometer at the NIST Center for Neutron Research. A Cu�311�
monochromator with a 90° takeoff angle, �=1.5403�2� Å,
and in-pile collimation of 15 min of arc were used. Data
were collected over the 2� range between 3° and 168° with a
step of 0.05°. A Ge�311� monochromator, �=2.0787�2� Å,
was also used instead of the Cu�311� monochromator. De-
tailed description for the neutron instrument is available
online.13 The sample was at room temperature during the
measurement. Neutron scattering amplitudes used in data re-
finements were 0.665 and 0.672 �10−12 cm� for C and Mo,
respectively.

A part of the sample as made was wired for a four-
terminal method to measure the electrical resistivity. The
study was conducted between 2 K and 300 K in a commer-
cial apparatus �Quantum Design, Physical Properties Mea-
surement System �PPMS��. The ac-gage current was 30 mA
and the ac frequency was 30 Hz. Specific heat of the sample
was measured in the PPMS apparatus by a time-relaxation
method between 1.8 K and 9 K. Magnetic susceptibility was
measured in a magnetic field of 50 Oe; the sample was
cooled down to 2 K without the field, and then the magnetic
field was applied, followed by heating to 10 K �zero-field
cooling, ZFC� and cooled down again to 2 K �field cooling,
FC� in a commercial apparatus �Quantum Design, Magnetic
Property Measurement System �MPMS��. The magnetization
to ±50 kOe was measured in MPMS at 1.8 K.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The structure refinement analysis was conducted on the
neutron diffraction pattern with the software GSAS.14,15 The
pattern taken at �=1.5403 Å was tested at first with a two-
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phase mode for �-Mo3C2 and �-Mo2C.6–12 As shown in Fig.
1�a�, the fitting quality seemed fair �Rwp=6.37%, Rp

=4.90%, and �2=2.226�, but we believed there should be a
way to reach a much better quality. We considered a possi-
bility of local segregation in �-Mo3C2 due to an inhomoge-
neity of carbon distribution. We thus tested two hexagonal
phases simultaneously, which were assumed to share the
same structure basis ��-Mo3C2� but have slightly different
carbon content and lattice parameters.

In order to test the possibility of the small structure dis-
agreement in a more reliable way, we increased the peak
resolution by switching the monochromator from Cu�311� to
Ge�311�. We succeeded in obtaining a diffraction pattern at
�=2.0787 Å for the same sample. Obviously, analysis on
this newer pattern was the result of a clear improvement of
fitting quality; the best achievement is shown in Fig. 1�b�
�Rwp=6.18%, Rp=4.78%, and �2=2.099�, and the structure
solutions are listed in Table I. The results indicate that the
superconducting hexagonal Mo3C2 phase is carbon nonsto-
ichiometric, and it is possible to find at least two different
carbon compositions �formula sum: Mo6C3.564 and
Mo6C3.926�. Their weight fractions were respectively 0.48
and 0.39, while the remaining 0.13 is due to �-Mo2C, which
was probably produced by decomposition of �-Mo3C2 in the
quench process, as reported elsewhere.11

The schematic structure view is shown in Fig. 2, which is
based on the current results. The most remarkable point we
found is a layered feature produced by partial carbon occu-
pancy ��50% � at the C2 site. The structure of the supercon-
ducting �-Mo3C2 could be characterized as an alternate
stacking of the edge-sharing C1-Mo6 octahedra sheet �the
bottom of Fig. 2� and the nearly 50% carbon occupied
C2-Mo6 double-layers block �the top of Fig. 2�. As the CNi6
octahedra network was found crucial to produce the super-
conductivity in MgCNi3,5 the hexagonal CMo6 sheet is ex-
pected to play a significant role in the superconductivity in
�-Mo3C2.

FIG. 1. Powder neutron diffraction profiles of the sample at the
nominal composition Mo3C1.8, taken at �=1.5403 Å �a� and
2.0787 Å �b�. Observed �crosses� and calculated �solid lines� inten-
sities and the difference between those �bottom� are each shown.
Vertical small bars indicate calculated reflection positions for
�-Mo3C2 ��a� upper; �b� upper�, �-Mo2C ��a� lower; �b� center�,
and another �-Mo3C2 that has slightly different carbon content and
lattice parameters ��b� lower�. The measurements were conducted at
room temperature.

TABLE I. Atomic coordinates and isotropic displacement parameters of the superconducting
�-Mo3C2−�. �top� formula sum Mo6C3.564,a and �bottom� formula sum Mo6C3.926.b

Atom
Wyckoff
Position x y z

100Uiso

�Å2� Fraction

Mo1 2b 0 0 1/4 0.56�4� 1

Mo2 4f 1/3 2/3 0.08553�8� 0.42�3� 1

C1 2a 0 0 0 0.79�7� 0.828�20�
C2 4f 1/3 2/3 0.67142�14� 0.28�9� 0.477�14�
Mo1 2b 0 0 1/4 0.56�4� 1

Mo2 4f 1/3 2/3 0.08619�8� 0.42�3� 1

C1 2a 0 0 0 0.79�7� 0.935�23�
C2 4f 1/3 2/3 0.67093�14� 0.28�9� 0.514�13�
aSpace group: P63/mmc, a=3.01050�13� Å, c=14.6112�6� Å, Cell volume=114.681�11� Å3,
dcal=8.955 g/cm3. The weight fraction was 0.4809�18�.
bSpace group: P63/mmc, a=3.01313�14� Å, c=14.6372�6� Å, Cell volume=115.086�12� Å3,
dcal=8.986 g/cm3. The weight fraction was 0.38954�95�.
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The magnetic characterization of the superconducting
transitions is shown in Fig. 3�a� and 3�b�. The magnetic on-
setof the superconductivity ranges from 8.5 K �for the nomi-
nal carbon content of 1.9 per the formula mole� to 7.8 K �for
the 1.8 per the mole�. The superconducting volume fraction
of the loose powder sample was �100% for the ZFC data
and �16% for the FC data at 2 K �for Mo3C1.8�, confirming
that the �-Mo3C2 phase is exactly superconducting at �8 K
rather than at other phases, such as the impurity �-Mo2C.
The carbon content 3.0 was tested under the same synthesis
condition and the transition was observed at 8.5 K; however,
the superconducting volume fraction was remarkably re-
duced ��50%, ZFC�. The observation indicates that the
composition of 3.0 is clearly out of the chemical range of the
structure. The small variation of the superconducting transi-
tion temperature probably reflects the variable carbon con-
centration in the �-Mo3C2 structure. Within our study, the
highest Tc was 8.5 K �magnetic characterization�.

Additional magnetic characterization was conducted at
1.8 K. A magnetic hysteresis loop was measured in a field
cycle between 55 kOe and −55 kOe. The central part of the
M versus H loop was expanded and shown in the main panel
of Fig. 3�b�. The observed character is a typical of the type-II
superconductor, and the lower critical field was estimated
�130 Oe, as a minimum point of the curve. The magnetic
irreversibility field �Hirr� was also determined to be �40 kOe
with a criterion of 1 �10−3 emu/g�, as shown in the inset of
Fig. 3�b�.

Temperature dependence of the electrical resistivity of
�-Mo3C2 �nominal composition Mo3C1.8� between 2 K and
300 K is shown in Fig. 4. The normal-state resistivity is
fairly low ��0.11 m	 cm at room temperature�, although it
is of the polycrystalline form. However, the ratio
�
300 K/
9 K� is poor, indicating a possibility of substantial
influence of impurities on the charge transport. Further stud-
ies using a single crystal, if it is available, would be signifi-
cant to verify the possibility. The Tc onset is 7.9 K and the
transition width �10%/90%� is �0.2 K.

The magnetic field-dependent resistivity was measured
for the same sample between 2 K and 9 K. The data are
shown in the inset of Fig. 4. The superconducting transition
temperature goes down with increasing magnitude of the
field, being consistent with a conventional superconducting
picture.16 The superconductivity completely disappeared in
the field of 90 kOe above 2 K. The upper critical field of
�-Mo3C2 determined by the electrical measurements is dis-
cussed later.

The characterization of the superconducting transition by
specific heat measurement is shown in Fig. 5. The main
panel shows field dependence of the superconducting transi-

FIG. 2. �Color� Schematic structure view of �-Mo3C2, drawn
with the neutron diffraction results. The CMo6 octahedra were en-
hanced in color.

FIG. 3. Magnetic characterization of the superconducting tran-
sitions for the molybdenum carbide of nominal composition
Mo3C3−�. �a� Data taken on heating after cooling in the absence of
a field �zero-field cooling, ZFC�, and on cooling �field cooling, FC�
in an applied field of 50 Oe. �b� Magnetization curve at 1.8 K mea-
sured in a loop between 50 kOe and −50 kOe. All samples were in
a form of loose powders. The irreversibility point is indicated by an
arrow in the inset.
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tion in the Cp/T versus T2 plots. At 70 kOe the supercon-
ducting transition is perfectly suppressed and hence the data
provide us an extrapolation of the normal-state behavior to
the T=0 limit, which corresponds to the Sommerfeld con-
stant ��� of the Fermi-liquid term C�T� /T=�+�T2, where �
denotes a lattice contribution coefficient. We obtained
�=11.8 mJ mol−1 K−2, which is nearly one-third of the value
for MgCNi3.5

We plotted the same specific-heat data in an alternative
form Cp /T versus T in the inset of Fig. 5. The plot allows us

to determine the midpoint of the thermodynamic transition,
as well as the jump C /Tc. The transition midpoint is 7.4 K
�for the sample with the nominal composition Mo3C1.8�,
which is slightly below the resistivity onset. The midpoint
for the sample with the nominal composition Mo3C1.9 is
8.2 K, giving us clear evidence that the superconducting
transition depends on the charge-carrier concentration. A
quantitative estimation of the charge carrier is left for future
work. We found C /Tc is 17.5 mJ mol−1 K−2 and
19.8 mJ mol−1 K−2 for the C1.8 and the C1.9 samples, respec-
tively. The values lead the factor C /�Tc to 1.48 for the C1.8
sample, which is nearly identical with the BCS value of 1.43
for a weakly coupled superconductor.16

The upper critical field of �-Mo3C2 �nominal composition
Mo3C1.8� determined by the resistivity and the specific-heat
measurements are shown in Fig. 6. A 1% screening was ap-
plied to find out the onset of the resistivity transition under
the magnetic field �Fig. 4�.17 The resistivity data points are
slightly above the specific-heat ones, suggesting a small car-
bon stoichiometry variation in the sample, in consistent with
the results of the neutron diffraction analysis. Hence, we em-
ployed the specific-heat data to determine the upper critical
field because those seem to reflect an average of the varia-
tion.

The upper critical filed at T=0 was estimated by an ex-
trapolation method using a conventional formula HC2�T�
=HC2�0��1− �T /TC�2� for a weakly coupled superconductor.11

A least-squares fit to the data yielded �0Hc2�0�=5.7�2� T, as
shown in Fig. 6. Alternatively, we tested another formula
�0Hc2=−0.693�dHc2 /dT�T=Tc

Tc developed within the weak-
coupling BCS theory by Werthamer et al.18 As a result, we
obtained �0Hc2�0�=5.6�1� T, which is in a good agreement
with the other result. Meanwhile, the Pauli-limiting field was
calculated to be 13.9 T in regards to �0HPauli=1.24kBTc /�B,

FIG. 4. Temperature dependence of the electrical resistivity of
�-Mo3C2 �nominal composition Mo3C1.8�. �Inset� Characterization
of the superconducting transition under a variety of magnetic field.

FIG. 5. Characterization of the superconducting transition of the
molybdenum carbide �nominal composition Mo3C1.8� by measure-
ment of the specific heat under a variety of magnetic field. �Inset�
C /T vs T plots to determine a change in the specific heat at the
superconducting transition.

FIG. 6. Upper critical field determined from the resistivity �open
circles� and the specific heat �closed circles� measurements. The
fine dotted curve is a fit to the data �see text�. Inset shows represents
of magnetic susceptibility curves to determine the irreversible point
between the ZFC and the FC curves. The irreversibility points
found out in the way are plotted in the main panel as fine crosses.
The fat cross indicated the point determined by the magnetization
study at 1.8 K �Fig. 3�b��. The fat dotted line is a guide to eyes.
Pauli’s limit is indicated by an arrow.
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where Tc=7.4 �the midpoint of the specific-heat jump�. The
value of �0HPauli is larger than double of �0Hc2�0�, suggest-
ing a pair-breaking effect due to the Zeeman energy is sub-
stantial in �-Mo3C2.

The evaluation of Hc2�0� then allows us to estimate the
coherence length � at T=0 using the formula ��0�
=��0 /2�Hc2�0� �where �0 is the flux quantum�, being valid
for a weakly coupled superconductor.16 The value ��0�
=7.6 nm was obtained. It is approximately 70% longer than
that of MgCNi3 and �20% shorter than that of Li2Pd3B. We
discuss the issue later.

The magnetic irreversible feature was studied by a mag-
netic susceptibility method. Representative susceptibility
curves measured in intense magnetic fields are shown in the
inset of Fig. 6. The same criterion used in the M versus H
study �shown in Fig. 3�b�� was employed and the determina-
tions are plotted in the main panel as crosses. The irrevers-
ible area in the superconducting diagram is slightly larger
than that for the structurally isotropic compound Li2Pd3B
which has nearly the same Tc,

19–22 reflecting possible en-
hancement of vortex liquid or glass states due to the en-
hanced anisotropic feature of �-Mo3C2.23 To deepen under-
standing of the superconducting dimensionality of
�-Mo3C2, a single-crystal study would play a pivotal role if
it is available.

The lower critical field was measured by a magnetic sus-
ceptibility method using a conventional formula HC1�T�
=HC1�0��1− �T /TC�2� for a weakly coupled
superconductor.16 The original data show a magnetization
characteristic in the vicinity of the lower critical field, and it
is shown with the main panel of Fig. 7. In our analysis, the
minimum point of the data curve was employed as the lower
critical field at each temperature, and �0Hc1�T� was plotted
in the small panel of Fig. 7. A least-squares fitting to the
points using the formula yielded �0Hc1�0�=0.0138�2� T,
which is comparable with the values reported for Li2Pd3B
�0.0135 T� �Refs. 19–22� and MgCNi3 �0.01 T�.24–26 The
�0Hc1�0� estimation then allows us to evaluate the magnetic
penetration depth ���, as the lower critical field is associated
with � and � through the relation HC1�T�
= ��0 /4��2�ln�� /��. The value ��0�=197 nm was obtained.

The Ginzburg-Landau parameter ���� /�� was then calcu-
lated to be 26. It is comparable with that for Li2Pd3B
��21�,22 but less than a half of that for MgCNi3 ��54�.25

The thermodynamical critical field Hc�0� was also estimated
through the relation HC�0�=�Hc1�0�Hc2�0� / �ln �+0.08�,
which is valid for ��1.16 The estimation resulted in
�0Hc�0�=0.15 T.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In summary, the superconducting parameters of
�-Mo3C2 were measured and compared with those of the
related compounds Li2Pd3B and MgCNi3, which have com-
parable Tc and share the common structure basis, comprising
six-hold carbons �borons� by transition metals. The super-

TABLE II. Comparison of superconducting parameters of �-Mo3C2 with related compounds.

Parameters Unit �-Mo3C2

Li2Pd3B
�Refs. 20–23�

MgCNi3
�Refs. 25–27�

Tc K 7.4 7.5 7.6

�0HC1�0� T 0.014 0.014 0.010

�0HC�0� T 0.15 0.15a 0.19

�0HC2�0� T 5.7 4.8 14.4

��0� nm 197 194 248

��0� nm 7.6 9.1 4.6

��0� 26 21 54

� mJmol−1 K−2 11.8 9.0 30.1

C /�TC 1.48 2.0 2.1

aCalculated by the same method in this study using the reported values of �0HC1�0�, �0HC2�0�, and ��0� for
Li2Pd3B.

FIG. 7. Lower critical field determined from the magnetization
measurements. The dotted curve in the top panel is a fit to the data.
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conducting parameters of those are listed in Table II. The
comparison indicates that the superconducting properties of
�-Mo3C2 are rather comparable with those of the boride su-
perconductor and are not with the carbon-based one. At this
moment, we are unable to explain reasons for the similarities
and the differences over these superconducting properties;
however, one possibility the present results indicate is that
the unusual mechanism of the superconductivity is likely for
MgCNi3,5 because the coherence length of MgCNi3 is
shorter than those of others. The short coherence could be a
possible indication of unconventional superconductivity, as
intensively discussed in theoretical works.27–30 The lager
��0� of MgCNi3 than the others also indicates the same pos-
sibility.

Although the structure character of �-Mo3C2 was found
to be rather anisotropic due to the preferred carbon vacancies
at the C2 site, we did not see any clear evidence of possible
superconducting anisotropy. Perhaps a careful investigation
into a single crystal of �-Mo3C2 could be a promised way to
verify the possibility if it becomes available.

Within our investigation, we were unable to determine
whether the mechanism of the superconductivity of �

-Mo3C2 was understandable within the weak-coupling BCS
model. Further evaluations of the superconducting dimen-
sionality, a role of the Mo 4d bands with respect to the 4d
magnetism, the mean-free path, and the density of charge
carriers responsible for the superconductivity are at least
needed to reach a strong conclusion.
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